
Page: 14 Page: 15These pages are designed to address the fact that people tend to think that only boys can be autistic, but girls can be autistic too!  

Art direction: 

Spot the difference. This page spread should feature an image 
which illustrates the diversity of autism.
Please include 4 characters: 2 male and 2 female, differing 
ethnicities, body types, physical ability.

The image (and image with differences) should include the 
following:
1. Tall boy smiling/ not smiling
2. Bird in the sky/ no bird in the sky 
3. Grey cloud/ white cloud 
4. Girl in wheelchair wearing glasses/ no glasses 
5. Short boy with writing on his T-shirt/ no writing
6. Girl with short hair/ long hair 
7. Tall boy with shoes/ no shoes
8. Girl wearing ear defenders/ no ear defenders 
9. Short boy with toy in his hand/ no toy 
10. Girl in wheelchair with a book/ without a book 

Should appear in a frame.

Art direction: 

Replicated the image (in the same frame) with 10 
differences for the user to identify. Make the differences 
fairly subtle so as to challenge the user, but also achievable.

Boys and girls can be autistic! 
Answers:   bird,   tree branch,   glasses,   book,   smile,   ear defenders,   stripy T-shirt,   toy car

Circle the differences, there are 10!



Page: 8 Page: 9

Art direction: 

A whole page pattern to 
surround the words “Colour In”, 
“I’m Autistic” and the number 
“8”. We need the text to be clear 
and legible.

Art direction: 

llustration of a hand that has 
been drawn around on paper

Art direction: 

llustration of a hand that has 
been printed on paper.

ME Choose one of the below...

put your hand flat in the square  
and draw around it, like this!

or

paint your hand and make a hand  
print in the square, like this!



Page: 36 Page: 37These pages explore how it can be difficult to find friends with a maze exercise. 

Art direction: 

This double page spread should contain a maze with a dot labeled  
start here and a route to another person labelled friend.

{Sample is an example only - doesn’t have to follow this route. A 
void any complications in the centre of the page as it may get lost in the gutter.}

Find a friend…
Can you find your way 
through this maze?

Start here



Page: 38 Page: 39These pages encourage the user to try to play games with other people 

Dots and boxes 
Rules:

Scores:

1. Find another person to play with
2. Choose a colour, the other player needs to choose a different colour 
3. Take turns connecting the dots with either vertical ( ) or horizontal lines (  )
4. If you complete the fourth side of a box, write the first 
 letter of your name inside it
5. When all the boxes have been coloured in, count them
6. The person with the most boxes is the winner  

K



Page: 52 Page: 53These pages suggest a simple idea to feel calm, useful as it can be done almost anywhere at anytime  

Art direction: 

Double page spread depicting a window (one of each page), ready for the user to add what they see when they look at 
the window

Look out the window and draw what you see. You can do this almost anywhere at any time to feel calm. 
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